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ABSTRACT   
A polling topology that employs optical switching based on the properties of erbium-doped fibres (EDFs) is used to 
interrogate an array of FBGs. The properties of the EDF are investigated in its pumped and un-pumped states and the 
EDFs’ switching properties are evaluated by comparing them with a high performance electronically controlled MEM 
optical switch. Potential advantages of the proposed technique are discussed.  
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1. INTODUCTION  
Optical fibre Bragg grating (FBG) stress and strain sensors and their corresponding interrogation systems have attracted 
great interest, mainly due to the ability multiplex an array of sensors within a single length of optical fibre1.  Wavelength 
division multiplexing (WDM) is perhaps the most widely employed FBG interrogation technique, requiring the use of 
often expensive wavelength tuneable components, such as tuneable filters2,3 or tuneable lasers4 to scan through the 
optical spectrum, and requiring that the FBG sensors are fabricated with discrete reflection wavelengths.  The use of 
arrays of nominally identical FBGs in spatial- or time-division multiplexed topologies is attractive as it could reduce the 
cost of the sensor array5,6,7 but this can impose more complexity on the rest of the system. Spatially multiplexed 
topologies require a filter and detector dedicated to each sensor, and the sensor network topology is often lossy, placing 
demands on the power budget, while time-division-multiplexed approaches require short pulsed sources and fast 
electronics, and limit the minimum spatial separation of the FBGs in the array. Therefore, there is a motivation for the 
development of new interrogators, with ease of manufacture at a low cost, by avoiding wavelength division multiplexing 
and using identical FBG sensors.  
Herein, we adopt the topology proposed in [8] which exploits the switching properties of an optically-pumped Erbium-
doped fibre (EDF) to interrogate an FBG sensor array, and we evaluate its experimental implementation. The switching 
states of an EDF correspond to the un-pumped state, where the EDF behaves as a saturable absorber, and the pumped 
state, where the EDF behaves as an optical all-pass device.  In particular, we propose the use of an FBG interrogator 
system capable of reading multiple identical FBGs, with multiplexing achieved by using a polling topology which 
employs optical switching, based on the properties of EDFs. The applicability of this method in a multisensory FBG 
interrogation is evaluated experimentally and the EDF switch is compared with an electronically controlled optical MEM 
switch.  
2. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS 
The fibre used was Liekki Er110-4/125 (nLigtht Corp), with a nominal attenuation of 110 dB·m-1. The spectra of the 
fibre in its pumped state and when pumped at 980 nm with a power of 100 mW are shown in figure 1. The insert in 
figure 2 shows the configuration of the sensors, which consisted of a shoft length of erbium doped fibre that was spliced 
in-series with a length of single mode fibre in which an FBG of reflectivity of approximately 25% had been fabrciated. 
For clarity, in order to distinguish between the different sensors, FBGs with slightly different reflectances and 
wavelengths have been used, as shown in figure 2, but the system would operate with identical FBGS. 
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Figure 6. The reflected spectra obtained with the sensors in their relaxed and strained sates when (a) FBG1 and (b) FBG2 were 
poled by switching pump source power. 
 
 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
The use of EDFs as switching components in a multi-sensor interrogation system has been examined experimentally. 
Commercially available heavily Erbium-doped fibres have been evaluated in their un-pumped state and have been shown 
to provide attenuation suitable for switch operation. The switching properties of the aforementioned EDFs have been 
verified experimentally in the pumped and the un-pumped state. As a result, an interrogation scheme utilizing optically 
switchable FBGs is feasible. A typical single FBG interrogator has been modified in order to expand its operation by 
multiplexing two FBGs using optically switchable EDFs. 
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